Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) offer unprecedented atom-scale design and structural tunability, largely due to the vast number of possible organic linkers which can be utilized in their assembly. Exploration of this space of linkers allows identification of ranges of achievable material properties as well as discovery of optimal materials for a given application. Experimental exploration of the linker space has to date been quite limited due to the cost and complexity of synthesis, while high-throughput computational studies have mainly explored MOF materials based on known or readily available linkers. Here an evolutionary algorithm for de novo design of organic linkers for metal-organic frameworks is used to predict MOFs with either high methane deliverable capacity or methane accessible surface area. Known chemical reactions are applied in silico to a population of linkers to discover these MOFs. Through this design strategy, MOF candidates are found in the ten symmetric networks acs, cds, dia, hxg, lvt, nbo, pcu, rhr, sod, and tbo. The correlation between deliverable capacities and surface area is network dependent.
Introduction
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are coordination networks comprised of secondary building units (SBUs) of metal/metalorganic ions or clusters and organic linkers which connect SBUs. The periodicity of a MOF in three dimensions arises from assembly of SBUs with organic linkers to form a crystalline topology, termed network or net in the field of reticular chemistry 1 . MOFs as a distinct class of porous frameworks have existed for less than 20 years 2,3 . Several thousand MOFs have been synthesized up to date 4 , while a computational enumeration method has predicted over 100,000 hypothetical MOFs 5 . The possibility of tailoring building blocks and high porosities allow MOFs to be a vital group of tunable materials 6 . MOFs are considered to be highly promising materials for a wide variety of industrial applications, including gas storage and separation 7-10 , gas purification [11] [12] [13] , catalysis [14] [15] [16] , CO 2 capture 17 , sensing 18, 19 , and drug delivery 20 .
The properties of a MOF depend intimately on the linkers from which the structure is created 4 . Thus, design of MOF materials for any application necessarily includes design of the linkers. New designs would allow discovery of MOFs with potentially higher performance. Experimental studies tend to be limited in the number of linkers explored, due to resource limitations, while high-throughput computational studies have typically restricted their search to either known MOF building blocks 5 or commercially available molecules exhibiting linker-like properties 21 . Future experimental advances in the MOF field may involve construction of complex chemical microenvironments in the MOF cages, resulting from the use of many different linker functionalities 4 .
In this contribution we use an in silico evolutionary approach to design MOFs with tailored methane accessible surface areas from both predicted organic ligands and known metal-containing SBUs. The method applies known chemical transformations to a precursor library of commercially available organic synthetic precursors and produces transformed molecules. Thus, this procedure generates a population of predicted organic linkers by in silico evolution. We consider two different precursor libraries containing ∼ 50, 000 compounds each and compare their performance. We apply 84 chemical reactions that have been successfully applied in drug design 22 . Each of the predicted linkers is produced by these chemical reactions applied to the precursors, and we typically limit the number of steps in the synthetic routes to five or fewer. With such a massive number of precursors and reactions, the resulting chemical space of organic linkers, if all combinations of which are exhausted, is enormous and cannot be simply enumerated. Instead, we use a biologically-inspired algorithm 23 to automate the identification of linker designs which lead to MOFs with optimized certain properties, i.e. methane accessi-ble surface area or deliverable capacity in this work. This approach has been used to predict chemically synthesizable organic structure directing agents for zeolites 24 , and the method has successfully predicted an organic structure directing agent for synthesis of the zeolite STW, a very challenging synthesis problem 25 .
Self-assembly of the MOFs imposes constraints on the linkers in terms of flexibility and geometry. Linkers are typically fairly rigid molecules such that the built MOFs maintain lasting structures and stable property. Also the linkers must contain a proper number of binding sites to be consistent with SBUs under given geometry of the MOF. Finally, the linker itself should be either commercially available or synthesizable from commercially available precursors. Our approach ensures that the predicted linkers satisfy the topological properties required by the MOF network and are synthesizable in a limited number of synthetic steps from commercially available precursors.
In this work we consider the nine well-known MOF nets acs, cds, dia, hxg, lvt, nbo, pcu, rhr, and sod, which constitute some of the possible regular, semiregular, and minimal nets 26 based on combining selected SBUs with linear, twoconnected linkers. We also consider the tbo net constructed from three-connected linkers. Three sets of results are obtained using the evolutionary algorithm: 1) we evolve a population of linkers to optimize a measure of methane accessible surface area for each net; 2) we evolve a population of linkers to optimize deliverable capacity at 65 bar loading pressure, 5.8 bar delivery pressure, and 298 K for each net; and 3) we evolve a population of linkers to optimize deliverable capacity at 35 bar loading pressure, 5.8 bar delivery pressure, and 298 K for each net. The tbo net is considered only in set 3. For set 2, results for the nine symmetric networks at 65-5.8 bar have been previously presented 23 . The results presented here for set 2 are novel and complement to those previously presented. We point out that in comparison to the previous work 23 , the three sets of results presented here are generated using the same algorithm but in a larger scale, i.e. by optimizing deliverable capacities at either of the two pressure conditions or by optimizing surface area. Also, one additional precursor library (library A) is applied to be compared with library B probing the differences of the performance. Additionally, one more network, tbo, is considered in the optimization of deliverable capacity. For each set of results, we investigate the relationship between the measure of surface area and deliverable capacity. For example, even though set 2 is optimized for deliverable capacity at 65-5.8 bar, we also computed the deliverable capacity at 35-5.8 bar and the accessible surface area for each of the compounds identified. We give an overview of the methods in the Methods section. We present details of the designed MOFs in the Results section. We discuss features of the predicted molecules and their suitability as linkers in the Discussion section. We summarize the results in the Conclusion section.
Methods
In these nets, each linker has two connecting sites to SBUs. The only exception is tbo which requires three connecting sites. We consider each MOF network with a single type of node and explore the space of possible linkers. Although it is possible for a MOF to contain more than one type of linker molecule, we here assume that all linker molecules in one MOF are identical.
We use a computational de novo algorithm to generate synthesizable linker molecules for MOFs 23 . In brief, the linkers are optimized for their methane accessible surface area, so that linkers providing high surface area in the MOF network are evolved over time in a population of 100 MOFs. Surface area is measured by the product of GSA ·V SA, where GSA (surface area per unit mass, m 2 /g) denotes gravimetric surface area, and V SA (surface area per unit volume, m 2 /cm 3 ) denotes volumetric surface area. The method applies a set of 84 known chemical reactions 24 to an evolving population of predicted linkers.
In each generation, one linker is randomly picked from the population and first minimized in terms of the local configurational energy. A subsequent exploration then finds an approximate global energy minimum with the ant algorithm 27 . After these first level geometry optimizations, a linker undergoes one of seven evolution operations. Each move has equal probability, and each operation performs a specific type of in silico chemical transformation on the linker, i.e. a specific modification of the synthetic route. The transformed linker is then evaluated by four filters that gauge the geometry and rigidity. For all networks except tbo, the linker molecule is first required to have exactly two carboxylic sites to connect with SBUs. The linker is required to have eight or fewer torsions. Then, a molecular dynamics simulation of 30 ps is carried out at 298 K on the linker to produce a set of 300 conformations. For all networks except tbo, a filter is applied to these conformations to require that the two carboxylic groups point in nearly opposite directions: for surface area optimization we require angles ≥ 155 • and for deliverable capacity optimization we require angles ≥ 160 • . We finally require the pairwise distance between the carbons in the two opposing carboxylic groups to have a standard deviation of less than 0.5Å in the conformations.
Since tbo net requires each linker to have three connecting sites to the SBU, the two filters that gauge the linker geometry are slightly different. The linker molecule is first required to have exactly three carboxylic sites to connect with SBUs. Then the distances d i are calculated, where i = 1, 2, 3, between each pairwise carboxylic groups over the set of 300 linker conformations. We require σ m /d m i < 2% for each conformation m, where σ m is the standard deviation of the three distances of the linker for conformation m and d m i is the distance averaged over three pairwise carboxylic sites for conformation m. This filter enforces the symmetry assumption of the tbo network.
If the child linker successfully passes all filters, the algorithm builds the framework with it under the chosen net, and calculates the surface area by averaging a few MOF conformations. The child linker is inserted in rank order in the population, and the worst one in the population is discarded. The population is initialized by add or multiple add operations applied to compounds drawn from the precursor library. By construction, each linker in the population is fully described by a chain of synthetic reactions and corresponding reactants, and it is thus chemically synthesizable. Two precursor libraries are compared for surface area results, both containing next day available compounds from Sigma-Aldrich. Precursor library A, which contains additional compounds with exactly one carboxylic group and one benzyl group, has 42,284 molecules in total. These compounds can react to form dicarboxylic molecules. Conversely, precursor library B, which contains additional compounds from Sigma-Aldrich that are used in medicinal chemistry or as organic building blocks, has 57,815 molecules in total. A run with a given precursor library on a specific net performs 40,000 generations of evolutionary steps on proposed linkers and produces a final population of 100 evolved linkers.
To calculate surface area, a MOF is constructed from the proposed linker and the metal SBU in the chosen network with the software suite Zeo++ 28 . MOFs are crystalline materials, and thus we construct the unit cell of the MOFs from the metal SBU and organic linker as input based on the net information 29 . The metal SBUs are selected according to simplicity and charge balancing 30 . The SBUs chosen for each of the nine networks are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 1 . The MOF is constructed by positioning the SBUs to distinct vertices of the net. After aligning the set of SBUs, the linkers are added to the framework, and the unit cell dimensions are scaled to accommodate the linkers. When optimizing deliverable capacity, rather than surface area, we only use precursor library B. The loading pressure, delivery pressure, and operating temperature are fixed. The minimum supercell to accommodate an interaction radius cutoff 12.5Å is built from the SBU, linker, and network using the software suite Zeo++ 28 . Then we simulate methane gas adsorption with grand canonical Monte Carlo for 300 steps. We calculate deliverable capacities every 50 MOF conformations over a set of 300 conformations at 298 K and two pressures, either 65 bar and 5.8 bar, or 35 bar and 5.8 bar. The universal force field with a tail correction is used to calculate interactions. Deliverable capacity, a measure of net expendable volume of gas per volume of adsorbent, is finally given in the unit of v(STP)/v.
Results

Methane Accessible Surface Area Optimized
MOFs were evolved to optimize the methane accessible surface area. This set of results contains 1793 MOFs. In this set of results, linkers for each of the ten MOF nets were designed using two different precursor libraries. The best 100 MOFs are retained for each net each precursor library. We compare the computed surface areas with a set of previous results which applies gradient-based optimization in an abstract shape-space of MOF linkers 31, 32 . Results are shown in Table 2 . In most cases, the present evolution approach identifies linkers which produce greater GSA · V SA compared with values from previously identified optimal linker shapes; furthermore, the linkers in this work are chemically synthesizable following the suggested routes. Particularly favorable results are found for the nets of acs, dia, nbo, and lvt. The superior results achieved in this work indicate exploration of linker shapes that fall outside the bounds in the previous optimization work 31 . Previous work imposed symmetry constraints on the linkers, while in this work the best results are typically achieved with asymmetrical molecules. The sod net with precursor library B gives the best instance of this, e.g. as shown in Fig. 6 (c) and Fig. 7 (i), where the very large GSA · V SA is achieved using a short linker with a long side group. In Fig. 2(a) , the GSA and VSA values for the final population of linkers in both precursor libraries and for each network are shown. The Pareto optimal front for each network is shown Fig. 7 shows ten sample MOFs with predicted linkers for each net. Fig. 8 shows an example of synthetic route of molecule nbo-A-13347100.
The deliverable capacities at the 65-5.8 bar and 35-5.8 bar conditions for the results using precursor library B are shown in Fig. 9(a)-(d) . 
Deliverable Capacity at 65-5.8 bar Condition Optimized
MOFs were evolved to optimize the methane deliverable capacity at 65-5.8 bar and 298 K. This set of results contains 3035 MOFs, and only precursor library B is used. The deliverable capacity at the 35-5.8 bar condition and GSA ·V SA are also calculated for each MOF, as summarized in Table. 3 and plotted in Fig. 10 . MOF conformations in each of ten nets. Each conformation shows the geometry of the MOF for a given linker and SBUs, as noted in Table 1 and Fig. 1 . The tbo-B-8794350 structure is from optimization of deliverable capacity at the 35-5.8 bar condition. The other nine conformations are from optimization of GSA ·V SA.
able capacity at the 65-5.8 bar condition and GSA · V SA are also calculated for each MOF, as summarized in Table. 4 and plotted in Fig. 11 .
At the 35-5.8 bar condition, HKUST-1, a tbo net, has been a well-tested MOF with a deliverable capacity of 141 v(STP)/v experimentally 33 . To compare our results with HKUST-1, we perform the algorithm on the tbo net in addition to the nine nets at the 35-5.8 bar condition. Taking the requirement of three-connecting linkers into account, we customize the filters for tbo net as discussed in Methods section. The distribution of deliverable capacities of MOFs in ten nets is shown in Fig. 12 . We find 319 MOFs in the nets of cds, lvt, and pcu, and 2 MOFs in the net of tbo with a higher deliverable capac-ity than HKUST-1.
Discussion
Achievable surface areas for nine of these MOF networks have previously been reported 31 . In that study, shapes of potential MOF linkers in an abstract chemical space were optimized for surface area. The present results are exciting because they validate the high surface areas that were previously predicted using shape only, and are now exemplified with molecular structure. Interestingly, the evolution procedure developed here to identify chemically-synthesizable linkers leads to surface area values, GSA ·V SA, superior than those previously reported for optimized linker shapes for the networks acs, dia, lvt, nbo, pcu, rhr and sod, as shown in Table 2 . The Pareto fronts of different nets in Fig. 2(d) shows that lvt net dominates nbo net, i.e. the maximal GSA, V SA, and GSA · V SA of lvt are bigger than those of nbo, while pcu net dominates hxg net. Furthermore, dia dominates many nets, as does sod. Fig. 2(a) provides even greater insight, particularly into the comparative behaviors of the precursor libraries. Clearly, the sod libraries have radically different performance. A less drastic differentiation may also be drawn for the other nets. For instance, the MOFs produced from the different libraries occupy different regions of the property space. MOFs in the pcu net produced from precursor library A are consistently in one central region, while those produced from precursor library B are just outside this region and mainly extend in the decreasing GSA direction as well as explore a few outlying positions.
Since the procedure is stochastic, different runs on the same net and with the same precursor library can lead to different final populations of linkers and different optimized values. Nevertheless, the tendency to improve optimizing values as the generation increases appears general 23 . A strict set of selection criteria tends to lead to small populations of elite compounds, while a less strict set of selection criteria leads to a bigger and more diverse population of compounds. For this reason, in the set of surface area optimized results, some of the runs use a looser angle filter to facilitate exploration of the linker chemical space. For example, an angle filter of ≥ 125 • is used for the networks dia, sod, and lvt with precursor library A. This filter may not be necessary if a strict filter could lead to many good candidates. A tighter criterion should be applied if too many mediocre candidates are generated. This is the case with all the networks when using precursor library B, for which we use an angle filter of ≥ 155 • . It is worth noting that mean pairwise angle of linkers cannot be strictly 180 • because molecules' conformations fluctuate at finite temperature. For instance, the organic linker BPDC in MOF-106, a known "linear" linker, is observed in a bent conformation, which leads to corrugated sheet structures 34 .
Several of the identified linkers have long side groups that could be important to increase the surface area. Generally, high GSA linkers tend to be long or branched, so as to maximize surface area with as much light-weight organic material as possible. Conversely, high V SA is usually the result of utilizing short linkers, so as to minimize the volume of material and increase the surface area by growing linker width. The product of GSA and V SA represents a compromise between these two competing effects 31 and has been used in study of hydrogen storage potential 35 . Intuitively, we can anticipate that the highest GSA · V SA will be the result of short organic linkers, to minimize material volume, with significant branching, to maximize the contribution of the organic to the surface area.
We constrain the total number of reaction steps for any of our predicted linkers to ten. Nevertheless, it is rare to identify predicted linkers that are synthesized with five or more than five steps in our results. Fig. 13 shows the statistics of different numbers of reaction steps in the final population in the dia and pcu nets with precursor library A for the set of surface area optimized results. The dia net significantly favors more reaction steps than does the pcu net. We ascribe this distinction to two reasons: 1) the nature of a network determines how difficult it is to grow a complicated molecule within the network; and 2) values of GSA · V SA may set an upper limit in which molecules with only a few reaction steps may already be sufficiently outstanding, as is probably the case for the pcu net. Predicted molecules with too many synthesis steps will not be attractive as practical candidates because a long synthetic route leads to low yield and high cost of synthesis 22 . We note that mean GSA · V SA for the linkers with different number of reaction steps are approximately equal, as shown in Fig. 13 . This result suggests that high GSA · V SA can be achieved with relatively few reaction steps. We used two precursor libraries of commercially available compounds in this study. This was done not only to provide statistics but also to judge which precursor library might lead to better performance. Overall, both precursor libraries A and B lead to similar results, except for the dia and sod network, in which precursor library B achieves higher values, as shown in Table 2 . Precursor library A contains specific molecules with one carboxylic group and one benzyl group, while precursor library B is a balanced library, containing medicinal chemistry compounds and organic building blocks from Sigma-Aldrich. Library B appears to be a fairly universal one for use under general conditions. Therefore, we used precursor library B for the sets of deliverable capacity optimized results. It is noteworthy that besides library difference, dia and sod used an angle filter of ≥ 125 • in precursor library A and ≥ 155 • in precursor library B. Using an angle filter of 155 • in precursor library A leads to GSA · V SA values of 13,270,500 m 4 /(g cm 3 ) for dia and 13,650,400 m 4 /(g cm 3 ) for sod, which suggests that the effect of the angle filter on the evolution of the population of linkers is network dependent.
Measures of surface area, such as BET surface area, are broadly discussed in the literature, as it is generally believed that high surface area should be positively correlated with good performance of materials in gas-related applications [36] [37] [38] . Nevertheless, using GSA ·V SA and deliverable capacities as metrics for surface area and gas adsorption performance respectively, we find that the correlation between them in the optimized materials presented here strongly depends on the network. For example, rhr in Table 3 , and lvt, rhr and sod in Table 4 show a negative correlation of surface area and deliverable capacity. Thus, can must be exercised when surface area of MOFs is used to forecast potential adsorption capacity. The deliverable capacities at the 65-5.8 bar and 35-5.8 bar conditions are strongly positively correlated as shown in Fig. 9(d) , Fig. 10(d) and Fig. 11(d) , because these two quantities are derived from the same isothermal curve at 298 K. A similar relation between these two deliverable capacities was recently observed for covalent organic frameworks (COFs) 39 , and porous polymer networks (PPNs) 40 .
One intriguing aspect is to see whether experimentally synthesized MOFs, which have outstanding deliverable capacity, have high surface area. MOF-5, a pcu net, has been one benchmark MOF with a reported high methane deliverable capacity 33, 41, 42 . It is found in our results with a GSA · V SA of 10,007,100 m 4 /(g cm 3 ), which is not among the highest. For instance, within the set of GSA · V SA optimized results, 103 MOFs of the pcu net have superior GSA ·V SA values, and three are shown in Fig. 5(a) -(c) with the highest GSA ·V SA of 12,471,900 m 4 /(g cm 3 ). In total, 1,206 results have superior GSA · V SA values than MOF-5 in all nine nets. HKUST-1 is a tbo net with a high deliverable capacity, and it is found in the set of predicted results when deliverable capacity is optimized at the 35-5.8 bar condition. This MOF has a GSA ·V SA of 4,914,780 m 4 /(g cm 3 ), compared to which 56 MOFs of the tbo net have higher values.
We notice that the highest deliverable capacity at 65-5.8 bar condition obtained in this work is 197.87 v(STP)/v, which agrees with a recent proposed upper limit of approximately 200 v(STP)/v 43 . Some structures from the combinatorially created database approach this limit 5 , and structures produced here approach that limit as well. The distribution of deliverable capacities of the structures produced with the present method is centered closer to this limit than are those of the combinatorial database 43 . In other words, optimization of deliverable capacity by the present method produces a larger set of MOFs with high deliverable capacity than does screening of a combinatorially created database.
Synthesizing these predicted MOFs requires consideration of several additional practical matters. For example the solubility of a proposed linker in a specific solvent and at a synthesis temperature is an important variable. Solubility is easily estimated, and it may be included in the scoring function of the evolutionary algorithm presented here. Alternatively, since multiple solvents and co-solvents are available for MOF synthesis, solvent may be chosen to best accommodate a predicted linker and SBU self-assembly.
Conclusion
Many chemically synthesizable linkers, which have considerable rigidity, suitable metal node binding sites, and promising GSA · V SA, were identified for nine MOF networks. The dia network appears to be an excellent choice for compromising GSA ·V SA surface area, with cds and sod also being good choices. The networks lvt, cds, and sod stand out for GSA alone, while dia, cds, and acs stand out for V SA alone.
Two sets of MOFs with optimized deliverable capacities at the 65-5.8 bar condition and the 35-5.8 bar condition were also identified. MOFs with high deliverable capacities are not necessary to have high GSA · V SA. Conversely, MOFs with high GSA ·V SA tend to have high deliverable capacities on average, but exceptions occur for specific networks, and negative correlations between GSA ·V SA and deliverable capacities are observed.
In summary, we have used an evolutionary algorithm to efficiently explore the space of organic linkers to design MOFs that have optimized methane deliverable capacity at 65-5.8 or 35-5.8 bar or optimized methane accessible surface area. This algorithm is likely to aid experimental MOF design efforts. The procedure searches the space of chemically-synthesizable MOF linkers by the application of known chemical transformations to a population of evolving molecules. Additionally, it can be extended to consider MOFs with more than one type of SBU or more than one type of linker per structure.
